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Fall Line-up 

While 2020 has been an interesting year, it seems to be flying by rather quickly. We are 

already looking to fall projects and getting them lined up. A few of the dry, dry spots in 

the fairways and tees are being aerified. And the twice yearly aerification of the greens is 

on the calendar for September 21-24. Of course this depends on weather conditions as 

we need it dry and warm to get the sand to dry and “fall” into the holes. Most golfer des-

pise this time of the year although they will all admit that the results are wonderful. All sum-

mer we’ve been complimented on our greens so it’s going right.  

As we move through the month we’re sure to see a few frost delays so if you have an 

early tee time and are wondering if there will be a delay just give us a call.  Someone is 

usually in the clubhouse by 6:30 AM for a 7 AM tee time. As we move through the fall, 

both morning and evening tee times will adjust according to daylight.  

Business League will wrap up this month with the playoffs on the 8th and 15th. We are 

grateful for all our local businesses who put a team together and enjoyed this season. We 

are battling the dark (something we’ve not had to do before) but it’s working but we’ll 

finish just in time.  

We were happy, during the COVID-19 restricted time, to host the Oregon Golf Association 

re-rating team. They arrived on August 17 and spent 2 full days measuring, calculating 

and playing the course. They all agreed that while our course is not long, which makes up 

about 60% of the rating for a course, it certainly plays much harder than expected with 

tight fairways and a lot of “rough”. Our regular golfers were not surprised at this conclu-

sion! They also complimented the maintenance staff on the condition of the greens, stat-

ing they were some of the nicest greens they’d have the pleasure to play during their 

summer re-rating series. A pat on the back to all the maintenance crew who has 

worked so hard to achieve these nice greens! 

More work has been completed on the Occasion Hall which includes a metal railing 

surrounding the patio area. With a few weddings still on the schedule it will be nice to 

know the kiddos are safe and “railed” in.  

The Fairway Café has picked up quite a bit in the past month. Seems reviews have 

been floating around about the good food and yummy goodies that are available. The 

hours will remain the same this fall: 7 AM—2 PM for the grill; sandwiches, hot dogs and 

polish dogs available during clubhouse open hours. Closed Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

Shipping has effected all inventory in the clubhouse. Even when we order far in advance 

we are still subject to the shipping delays that are plaguing the county. Same for parts 

and supplies in maintenance. When everything finally arrives we’ll have quite a bit of 

stock so come in and spend your customer credit! 

Driving Range Update: The work on the remodeled driving range is scheduled to begin 

this fall. There may be times when the range is not available but we’ll try to keep that at a 

minimum.             Thanks …. Gary & Val 
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Upcoming Events 

September 8, 15—Finals for Business League 

September 12—Wedding in Occasion Hall 

September 19—Prowl & Growl K-9 Tournament 

September 21—24—Aerify greens (weather de-

pendant) 

September 26—Wedding in Occasion Hall—

Cancelled 

October 8—SR Ladies Club “Catch The Wave” 

Tournament 

October 10—Wedding in Occasion Hall 

October 24—Boyd Carson Memorial Tournament 

to benefit Kaitlyn’s Cause 
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Business League Standings 
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